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The long spin coherence times in ambient conditions of color centers in solids, such as nitrogen-vacancy
(NV−) centers in diamond, make these systems attractive candidates for quantum sensing. Quantum sensing
provides remarkable sensitivity at room temperature to very small external perturbations, including magnetic
fields, electric fields, and temperature changes. A photoreceptive molecule, such as those involved in vision,
changes its charge state or conformation in response to the absorption of a single photon. We show the resulting
change in local electric field modifies the properties of a nearby quantum coherent spin center in a detectable
fashion. Using the formalism of positive operator values measurements (POVMs), we analyze the photo-excited
electric dipole field and, by extension, the arrival of a photon based on a measured readout, using a fluorescence
cycle, from the spin center. We determine the jitter time of photon arrival and the probability of measurement
errors. We predict that configuring multiple independent spin sensors around the photoreceptive molecule would
dramatically suppresses the measurement error.
I. INTRODUCTION
Single-photon detectors require high-efficiency absorption
of individual photons in a material combined with a dramatic
amplification of the resulting material perturbation [1, 2]. For
solid-state single-photon detectors the usual initial perturba-
tion is a change in conductivity, through the conversion of
the photon into an electron-hole pair, or a change in temper-
ature, through the conversion of the photon energy into heat.
In semiconductor avalanche diodes [3, 4] the initial conduc-
tivity change is amplified through a cascade wherein an ini-
tial electronic carrier is accelerated to sufficiently high ener-
gies to relax to lower energies while simultaneously generat-
ing another electron-hole pair. Under proper conditions this
impact ionization leads to a macroscopically-measurable con-
ductivity. For superconducting nanowire detectors the macro-
scopic change is the conversion of a region of a thin super-
conducting wire from the superconducting state to the nor-
mal state, producing a large resistance change in the device
[5, 6]. For both technologies the amplification process pro-
ceeds through rapid, incoherent electronic events designed to
produce an irreversible event corresponding to a photodetector
‘click’. The use of quantum coherent sensors promises con-
siderably greater sensitivity and control of the single photon
detection process, as the evolution of one quantum coherent
sensor may or may not interact with the evolution of another
quantum coherent sensor, and both can be independently in-
fluenced by the response of a photoreceptive object.
Here we analyze a particular case of quantum coherent
single-photon detection, in which a quantum-coherent spin
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center detects the response of a photoreceptive molecule,
which changes its conformation upon absorbing a single pho-
ton thus producing a static modification of the electric dipole
moment of the molecule. Electric-field detection at room tem-
perature with a single nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) quantum co-
herent spin center has been demonstrated [7], so for speci-
ficity we use parameters associated with the NV− center, al-
though other spin centers are known to be more sensitive to
electric fields due to larger spin-orbit interactions. For exam-
ple, the Mn in GaAs spin center is predicted to be 104 times as
sensitive to electric fields as the NV center[8]. Our proposed
approach relies on the construction of positive operator val-
ued measurement (POVM) operators [9] to discriminate the
discrete on/off states of an electric field with minimal error.
The discrimination error can be minimized by measuring the
NV state at an optimal time determined theoretically [10]. We
predict that the POVM approach provides a far faster detec-
tion protocol than reported in Ref. 7. Furthermore the intro-
duction of multiple quantum spin centers provides the abil-
ity to measure the jitter in the single-photon detection event
and to reduce the measurement error (false positive and false
negative), with an exponential dependence on the number of
quantum spin centers. These techniques, while applied here to
the response of the photoreceptor molecule, should also have
broad application for the detection of other sources of local-
ized static electric fields, such as charges in single-electron
transistors [11].
The theory of quantum sensing using a photoreceptive
molecule and an NV− spin is detailed in Section II. The
essence of the theoretical approach relies on the theory of
minimal error non-orthogonal state discrimination. We note
that if unambiguous detection of the single photon’s presence
or absence is required, for example for quantum cryptogra-
phy purposes, then instead one would use unambiguous state
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2discrimination theory based on POVMs [9]. However, the
minimal error for that formalism is guaranteed to be larger
than the minimal error for non-orthogonal state discrimina-
tion, so absent this requirement a superior approach is to per-
form minimal-error non-orthogonal state discrimination [12].
Section III examines three limits for which analytic solutions
for the spin evolution and resulting error rates are obtained.
Section IV explores how measurements of the NV− state can
be optimized to reduce error probability. The error probabil-
ity is periodic in time and reaches a minimal value at the time
tmin. If the decoherence rate is slower than the spin precession
rate in the photo-induced electric dipole field then tmin can be
expressed as an analytic function of the system parameters.
Our analysis suggests a specific experimental pulse sequence
which is effective in measuring the NV− state, and hence the
probability of single photon detection. An additional and dra-
matic improvement in the error rate can be achieved by con-
sidering multiple independent NV− spin sensors. Section V
discusses various figures of merit, what trade-offs take place
when optimizing one figure of merit over another, and how the
arrival time of a photon can be determined. These theoretical
calculations provide a framework for single-photon detection
using quantum coherent spin sensors of local electric fields.
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FIG. 1. Toy model of single photon detection using a photoreceptor
and a nitrogen vacancy (NV−) center in diamond. Also shown are the
ground state (triplet) energy levels for the NV spin with a magnetic
field in the axial direction (zˆ, pointing from N to V) and including
zero-field splitting. The separations of energy levels are not drawn
to scale. (a) No photon is absorbed so the spin evolves according to
the photoreceptor’s electric dipole field in the photoreceptor’s ground
state. (b) Photon is absorbed which induces an altered electric dipole
field (in magnitude and direction) and modifies the coherent preces-
sion of the NV− spin within the three ground-state sublevels. The
two configurations are, in general, non-orthogonal, suggesting that
POVM’s provide the optimal framework for measurement.
II. THEORY OF DETECTION ERROR PROBABILITY
The proposed model of single photon detection can be visu-
ally understood by examining Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a) the NV spin
is initiated in one of the three ground state sublevels |0〉, |+1〉,
and |−1〉, where the number indicates the axial projection of
the spin (quantum number m). In the presence of external
electric and magnetic fields these three sublevels are mixed,
and the energies modified, into three new levels |α〉, |β〉, and
|γ〉, which depend on the direction and values of the local elec-
tric and magnetic fields. If the local electric field changes,
then the wavefunctions of these eigenstates and their energies
also change, and so they are labeled with superscripts (0) and
(1) in Fig. 1. Some element of this change in eigenstates and
energies, in response to an altered electric field representing
the absorption of a photon by the photoreceptive molecule,
must be measured to determine if a photon was absorbed. To
perform such a measurement the spin should be initialized in a
known coherent state, and its subsequent evolution, controlled
by these eigenstates and energies, determined sufficiently to
distinguish the two possible local electric fields.
The Hamiltonian, which will be introduced in Eq. (1), de-
scribes how |α〉, |β〉, and |γ〉 change in response to applied
electric and magnetic fields. The electric field couples the two
states |+ 1〉, and |− 1〉, and leaves the |0〉 state uncoupled to
the others, so we assume preparation in some linear combina-
tion of |+1〉, and |−1〉. This can be achieved through optical
polarization of the spin through a fluorescence cycle, followed
by a coherent manipulation to place the spin in the desired ini-
tial state. In Fig. 1(a) no photon has been absorbed. Given the
electric dipole moment from the photoreceptive molecule in
its unexcited state, the spin evolves and is represented by the
ket a0(t)|+ 1〉+ b0(t)| − 1〉 at a later time. Alternatively in
Fig. 1(b) a photon has been absorbed by the photoreceptive
molecule which gives rise to a different electric dipole mo-
ment and field. A spin initiated in the same manner as Fig. 1(a)
will evolve according to this altered spin Hamiltonian and at
some time later be in the state a1(t)|+ 1〉+ b1(t)| − 1〉. By
performing optical measurements the NV spin state would be
ascertained, although with a certain amount of uncertainty be-
cause the kets associated with the two final states will not be
orthogonal in general. The spin evolution under either of the
circumstances shown in Figure 1 (either absorbing or not ab-
sorbing a photon) and a determination of which measurements
should take place, and when, in order to minimize the error
probability, are developed in this section.
Consider the ground state spin Hamiltonian,Hgs, of a dia-
mond NV-center triplet spin (S = 1) where there is zero-field
splitting (2pi~Dgs), an electric dipole term from both strain
(σ) and the external electric field (E ) where dipole moments,
dgs,k, are induced by the spin-orbit interaction, and a Zeeman
interaction from an axial magnetic field. Note that the strain
field can be expressed as a vector since diamond’s inversion
symmetry reduces the number of deformation constants in the
strain tensor from six to three [13]. Strain is ignored here but
the following results apply equally well to strain detection.
The ground state Hamiltonian is [14, 15]
3Hgs+Hz = (2pi~Dgs+dgs,||Ez)S2z +dgs,⊥
[
Ex(S2x −S2y)+Ey(SxSy+SySx)
]
+gµBBzSz, (1)
or, in matrix form,
Hgs+Hz =
 D+Bz 0 E∗⊥0 0 0
E⊥ 0 D−Bz
 . (2)
withD = 2pi~Dgs+dgs,||Ez, E⊥ = dgs,⊥(Ex+ iEy), and Bz = gµBBz. The energy eigenvalues of the ground state Hamiltonian are
ε0 = 0, ε±1 =D±∆ε, ∆ε=
√
|E⊥|2+B2z . (3)
An abbreviated energy diagram of the NV center is depicted
in Figure 1.
As long as there is not a non-axial magnetic field (that is
Bx and By vanish) then the ms = 0 state does not couple to
either ms =±1 state. We consider dynamics only between the
ms = ±1 states which allows us to reduce the dimension of
Hgs from three to two:
Hgs+Hz =
(
D+Bz E∗⊥
E⊥ D−Bz
)
. (4)
Note that the non-axial electric fields couple the ms = ±1
states (∆ms = 2) much like a magnetic field couples ms =± 12
states (∆ms = 1) for s= 12 . A non-axial magnetic field would
also couple ms = 0 to the ms = ±1 states. We assume E⊥,
when present, is due to an externally applied electric field for
which we know the magnitude and direction.
The dynamics of the NV spin are determined by solving the
Liouville-von Neumann equations:
∂ρ
∂t
=− i
~
[Hgs+Hz,ρ]+ LˆdρLˆ†d−
1
2
{Lˆ†d Lˆd ,ρ}, (5)
where the first term on the right hand side describes the co-
herent evolution of the spin and the other terms generate de-
coherence processes through the Lindblad operator Lˆd . The
timescale of decoherence is 1/κ. The calculation process de-
scribed in the remainder of this section is summarized in the
flowchart of Figure 2.
The theory of quantum-state discrimination [16, 17] . in-
forms us which measurement operators minimize the error in
choosing which state the defect spin occupies given a mea-
surement value. We use a Hermitian operator,
Λˆ = P1ρ1(t)−P0ρ0(t), (6)
where P1 and P0 are the a priori probabilities of there the elec-
tric field being E = E0 or E = E1 = E0 +∆E , respectively.
ρ0 and ρ1 correspond to the time-dependent density matrices
anticipated for those respective fields. We then seek to con-
struct a positive operator valued measure (POVM). Since we
are dealing with two states, the optimal POVM is also a pro-
jective measure [10, 18]. Appendix A provides a brief review
of POVMs. The POVM operators are, when the eigenvalues
of Λˆ are λk,
Πˆ0 = ∑
λk<0
|φk〉〈φk|, Πˆ1 = ∑
λk≥0
|φk〉〈φk|, (7)
where |φk〉 are eigenstates of Λˆ. Measurement in the system
is carried out by either Πˆ0 or Πˆ1 ‘clicking’. For our purposes
a click of Πˆ0 signifies no electric field and no chromophore
absorption and a click of Πˆ1 signifies the opposite. The min-
imum error probability is given by the sum of false positive
and false negatives as
Perr = P0Tr(ρ0Πˆ1)+P1Tr(ρ1Πˆ0) (8)
but can also be shown to be expressed simply in terms of Λˆ
eigenvalues as [19]
Perr =
1
2
(1−∑
k
|λk|). (9)
In the next section we determine Perr for three scenarios
where analytic results are particularly simple and elucidating:
(1) electric field detection neglecting decoherence, (2) electric
field detection including decoherence, and (3) electric field
detection with an axial magnetic field. For the first two cases
the magnetic field is negligible, and when decoherence is in-
cluded it is the fluctuations of the transverse electric field are
that are the source of decoherence.
The strength of the electric field generated by the pho-
toreceptive molecule depends on the change in the electric
dipole for the molecule and the distance between the pho-
toreceptive molecule and the NV centers. For one charac-
terized photoreceptor molecule, disperse red 1, the configu-
ration is a donor and acceptor group that are separated by an
azobenzene group. Under illumination the azobenzene group
changes from the trans to the cis configuration, reorienting
the positions of the donor and acceptor groups and changing
their separation[20, 21]. For this molecule the electric dipole
therefore changes upon illumination in both amplitude (from
9 Debye to 6 Debye) and in direction. This effect has been
observed through the gate doping of a graphene transistor[22],
which is well described theoretically[23]. The use of graphene
field effect transistors to read out a photodetector based on
these photoreceptive molecules has also been proposed[24].
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FIG. 2. Flow chart for the calculation of the minimum error proba-
bility Perr.
The electric fields associated with these changes in elec-
tric dipole correspond to electric fields of ∼ 106 V/m for
photoreceptor-NV separations ∼ 10 nm, and electric fields
∼ 107 V/m for photoreceptor-NV separations ∼ 5 nm. Pho-
toreceptive molecules with even larger electric dipoles should
be feasible to synthesize.
III. THREE CASE STUDIES
Determining the error probability, Perr, as mapped out in
the last section is performed in general by numerically solving
Eq. (5) and then following the steps outlined in Fig. 2. In this
section, three cases are examined where analytic results are
obtained: (1) negligible decoherence and negligible magnetic
field (2) negligible decoherence (3) negligible magnetic field.
For reasons discussed in Appendices B and C, when in-
cluding the magnetic field and decoherence the solutions ‘en-
tangle’ the Bz and κ and no simple expression for ρ can be
written. In these cases, we opt to numerically solve Eq. 5. For
these calculations the parameters in Table I are used.
To proceed, the spin initialization, ρ(0) = ρ0(0) = ρ1(0)
must be specified. For reasons to be addressed later we pre-
pare, at t = 0, a particular quantum state, |+1〉, described by
the density matrix
ρ0(0) =
(
1 0
0 0
)
. (10)
Parameter Value Reference
Dgs 2.87 GHz [25, 26]
dgs,|| 2 pi~× 0.0035 Hz m/V [27]
dgs,⊥ 2 pi~× 0.17 Hz m/V [27]
T2 = 1/κ 10 µs [28, 29]
T1 ∞
P0 1/2
P1 1/2
TABLE I. Ground state energy parameters and spin relaxation times,
along with references for experimental measurements of these val-
ues.
A. Calculation of Minimum Error Probability: No
Decoherence & Bz = 0
In this simplest of cases Eq. 5 is readily solved using
ρ(t) =U(t)ρ(0)U†(t),
where U(t) is the unitary evolution operator exp(−iHgst/~).
Calculation yields
decoherence
no decoherence
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FIG. 3. Minimum error probability, Perr, with (T2 = 10 µs) and
without decoherence for two electric fields. Light/dark blue curves:
∆Ex = 106 V/m. Orange/brown curves: ∆Ex = 3×106 V/m. Ey,0 =
0 = ∆Ey, Bz = 0 for all curves.
ρ=
(
cos2 (|E |t/~) (iEˆ∗/2)sin(2|E |t/~)
(−iEˆ/2)sin(2|E |t/~) sin2 (|E |t/~) .
)
(11)
where Eˆ = E/|E |. If E0||E1 the eigenvalues of Λˆ reduce to a
particularly simple form:
λ± =
1
2
(P1−P0)± 12
√
P20 +P
2
1 −2P0P1 cos
(
2|∆E |
~
t
)
,
(12)
where we find that the eigenvalues depend only on the per-
turbing electric field. This fact is not true in general as seen in
5succeeding examples and discussed in Appendices B and C.
If P0 = P1 = 1/2 and E0||E1,
λ± =±12 |sin
( |∆E |
~
t
)
|. (13)
The eigenvector of the negative (positive) eigenvalue feeds in
to Πˆ0 (Πˆ1) according to Eq. (7). Two conclusions are reached:
(1) Perr may vanish (at some times called tmin) only if the non-
axial perturbing electric field is parallel to the unperturbed
field, and (2) under the same conditions, Perr will depend only
upon the perturbing field.
The dashed curves of Figure 3 show Perr evolving in time
when the perturbing field is parallel to the unperturbed field
(xˆ). In both instances shown the error probability falls to zero
at each minima.
B. Calculation of Minimum Error Probability: No
Decoherence
When an axial magnetic field is switched on, the solution
to Eq. 5 is
ρ=
(
ρ11 ρ12
ρ21 ρ22
)
(14)
with matrix elements
ρ11 =
1
B2z + |E |2
[
B2z + |E |2 cos2
(√
B2z + |E |2t
~
)]
, (15)
ρ22 = 1−ρ11, (16)
and
ρ21 =
1
2
E
B2z + |E |2
[
Bz−Bz cos
(
2
√
B2z + |E |2t
~
)
− i
2
√
B2z + |E |2 sin
(
2
√
B2z + |E |2t
~
)]
, ρ12 = ρ∗21, (17)
for arbitrary E . Incorporating the axial magnetic field reduces
the symmetry and thwarts a simple reduction of the eigenval-
ues to functions of ∆E which was possible in the previous
case.
The role of the axial magnetic field can be understood by
considering the Bloch sphere of Figure 4. For the initial spin
state chosen (|+ 1〉) a magnetic field applied axially is detri-
mental to precise detection. Precise discrimination of ρ0 and
ρ1 requires those states to be orthogonal which in our case
would be |+1〉 and |−1〉. Contrasting Figure 4(a ,b) uncov-
ers the influence of the axial magnetic field; an axial magnetic
field limits excursions into | − 1〉 and therefore increases the
error probability. In Appendix D we examine other options
for ρ(0) for which an axial magnetic field is beneficial.
C. Calculation of Minimum Error Probability: Decoherence
& Bz = 0
Decoherence may have two contributions: axial magnetic
field noise and electric field noise. Which of these is dom-
inant depends on the relative magnitudes of each field [7].
If Bz  |E |, there is no first order energy shift due to the
magnetic field. The spin state oscillates between the |+ 1〉
and | − 1〉 states (Fig. 4(a)) and electric field noise parallel
to the direction of the static electric field will be be the pri-
mary source of decoherence. The characteristics of the elec-
tric noise will depend on the electric source — we model it
phenomenologically via the decoherence rate κ = T−12 . T2 is
of the order of microseconds [28]. Opposite reasoning applies
when Bz|E |; here decoherence is supplied by surface mag-
netic impurities with spins that fluctuate along the NV axis
[15, 29]. Either fluctuation is modeled as white noise (Marko-
vian such that fluctuating field correlation time τc → 0) and
treated with the Lindblad formalism [30]. Spin flip processes
are inefficient and therefore ignored; the lack of these pro-
cesses preserves the NV spin in the {|+1〉, |−1〉} basis such
that the |0〉 state can be safely avoided.
For an arbitrary transverse static electric field the Lindblad
decoherence operator is
Lˆd =
(κ
2
)1/2( 0 Eˆ∗
Eˆ 0
)
,
which describes decoherence for electric fluctuations along E
(axial electric noise does not contribute to decoherence). The
Lindblad operator reduces to Lˆd =
√
κ/2 σx if Ey and Lˆd =√
κ/2 σy if Ex = 0.
Eq. 5 is solved to be
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FIG. 4. Representation of the spin (red arrow) trajectory (red trace)
on a Bloch sphere when an electric field is applied perpendicular
to the axial direction with no magnetic field (a) and with an axial
magnetic field (b). The spin starts in the |+1〉 state. Decoherence is
not considered in this figure.
ρ=
1
2
(
1+ e−κt cos(2|E |t/~) iEˆ∗e−κt sin(2|E |t/~)
−iEˆe−κt sin(2|E |t/~) 1− e−κt cos(2|E |t/~)
)
(18)
with Bz = 0. Since Bz is negligible the two pertinent density matrices are
ρ0 =
1
2
(
1+ e−κt cos(2|E0|t/~) iEˆ∗0 e−κt sin(2|E0|t/~)
−iEˆ0e−κt sin(2|E0|t/~) 1− e−κt cos(2|E0|t/~)
)
, (19)
ρ1 =
1
2
(
1+ e−κt cos(2|E0+∆E |t/~) i (E
∗
0+∆E
∗)
|E0+∆E | e
−κt sin(2|E0+∆E |t/~)
−i (E0+∆E)|E0+∆E | e−κt sin(2|E0+∆E |t/~) 1− e−κt cos(2|E0+∆E |t/~)
)
(20)
Analysis of the error probability follows that of Section III A:
(1) Perr minima are smallest only if the non-axial perturbing
electric field is parallel to the unperturbed field (Perr will not
vanish at any time now due to decoherence) (2) under the same
conditions, Perr will depend only upon the perturbing field.
D. Static E-field measurement
The theory of quantum state discrimination dictates that the
preferred measurement basis is given by the kets |φ+〉 and
|φ−〉 in the span of {|+ 1〉, | − 1〉} as defined earlier. How-
ever measurements take place in the basis {|0〉, |±1〉} through
spin-dependent fluorescence; to be concrete, photon emission
is more likely when the electron is found in |0〉 compared to
the other two states.
By unitarily manipulating the optimal NV state through a
series of optical pulses, measurement in the standard basis
provides electric field detection. The steps taken should be:
(1) at the desired time, tmin (to be discussed in next section),
apply a specified optical sequence which rotates |φ+〉 to |+1〉
(2) now apply a separate pulse to rotate the state from |+1〉 to
|0〉. The zero-field splitting, as shown in Figure 1, allows this
last pulse to completely convert +1 to 0 since different reso-
nance conditions exist for +1 and −1 with 0. (3) laser light
at the appropriate wavelength is used to excite the NV state
after which fluorescence (occurring < 10 ns later [31, 32]) is
taken to be a measurement of the electric field while absence
of fluorescence is measurement of no electric field. The con-
clusions of the measurement process are summarized in Table
II.
7Measurement Quantum state Postdiction
Π0 ‘click’ state is ρ0 E absent
Π1 ‘click’ state is ρ1 E present
photon emission state is |0〉 E present
TABLE II. Postdictions based on measurement outcomes.
IV. DETECTION OPTIMIZATION
For the initial density matrix of Eq. (10), an axial magnetic
field always increases Perr. Our first proposed strategy to op-
timize the detection is to use axial magnetic fields as small
as possible (and no transverse magnetic fields). By neglect-
ing the axial magnetic field we may use the results of Section
III C.
A second optimization strategy is to bdevise a detector and
sensor architecture where the perturbing electric field lies in
the plane of the initial electric field and axial direction. To be
concrete we set Ey,0 = 0 so E0 = Ex,0. Therefore we desire
E 1 = Ex,0xˆ+∆Exxˆ+∆Ezzˆ (we allow for a axial electric field
since the spin is insensitive to it). Equations (19) and (20) give
us
ρ0 =
1
2
(
1+ e−κt cos(2|Ex,0|t/~) ie−κt sin(2|Ex,0|t/~)
−ie−κt sin(2|Ex,0|t/~) 1− e−κt cos(2|Ex,0|t/~)
)
, (21)
ρ1 =
1
2
(
1+ e−κt cos(2|Ex,0+∆Ex|t/~) ie−κt sin(2|Ex,0+∆Ex|t/~)
−ie−κt sin(2|Ex,0+∆Ex|t/~) 1− e−κt cos(2|Ex,0+∆Ex|t/~)
)
. (22)
The eigenvalues of Λ are
λ± =
1
2
(P1−P0)± e
−κt
2
√
P20 +P
2
1 −2P0P1 cos
(
2∆Ex
~
t
)
,
(23)
or if P0 = P1 = 1/2:
λ± =±e
−κt
2
|sin
(
∆Ex
~
t
)
| (24)
such that
Perr =
1
2
(1− e−κt |sin(∆Ex
~
t)|) (25)
If this is the case, the condition for minimal Perr is accu-
rately given by
tmin = n
pi~
2|∆Ex| , n= 1,2,3, ... (26)
when κ ∆Ex/~. The effects of sizable magnetic fields can-
not be reduced to such a simple form and, as already men-
tioned, are to be avoided as they have a deleterious effect on
Perr for the initial spin chosen thus far. A small axial magnetic
field does not drastically alter the condition for minima as Fig-
ure 5(c) demonstrates (cf. black solid line for Bz = 10 µT and
green dotted line for Bz = 20 µT). One should understand the
minima as times when a spin evolving in E 0 is in a state most
nearly orthogonal to the state of a spin evolving in E 1. If there
were no decoherence the states would be exactly orthogonal
and perfect discrimination would be possible at tmin. Optimal
detection is accomplished by taking measurements at tmin.
Since the state of the NV spin is only measurable in the
standard basis, a sequence of unitary pulses must be applied to
the spin in order to transform to the standard basis as discussed
in Section III D. One may wonder how Perr is affected by a
simpler measurement where a pi/2 pulse takes | − 1〉 → |0〉.
The photo-luminescence of |0〉 would signal an electric field.
Perr in this reduced scheme (before the pi/2 pulse) is
Perr =
1
2
Tr
[(
1 0
0 0
)
ρ1
]
+
1
2
Tr
[(
0 0
0 1
)
ρ0
]
(27)
which simplifies to
Perr =
1
2
+
1
4
e−κt
[
cos
(
2(Ex,0+∆Ex,0)
~
t
)
− cos
(
2Ex,0
~
t
)]
(28)
where the density matrices are derived in Eqs. (21) and (22).
Unlike with POVMs, the dependence of the error probabil-
ity on electric field cannot be written solely in terms of ∆Ex.
From Eq. (28), it can be demonstrated (as in Figure 5(a)) that
Perr(tmin) are equal between the two measurement bases as
long as decoherence is not too strong and ∆Ex= nEx,0 where n
is an odd positive integer. Figure 5 compares the two probabil-
ities (black solid and blue solid lines). The agreement between
the two measurement choices is worst when ∆Ex = nEx,0 for
n an even positive integer as depicted in Figure 5(b), where
the POVM Perr(tmin) is much less than the standard basis
Perr(tmin). Therefore the standard basis is unlikely to be cho-
sen as a measurement basis unless Ex,0 = 0.
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FIG. 5. (a, b) Error probability calculated using POVMs (black solid
line using Eq. 25) and the standard measurement basis (blue dashed
line using Eq. 28) for electric fields Ex,0 = 107 V/m and Ex,1 =
Ex,0 +∆Ex. (a) ∆Ex is odd multiple of Ex,0: for certain times, the
minimum Perr in the standard basis is equivalent to the minimum Perr
in the POVM calculation. Vertical gray lines denote local minima in
the error probability. (b) ∆Ex is even multiple of Ex,0: the minimum
Perr in the standard basis is significantly worse than the minimum
Perr in the POVM calculation. (c) Difference in Perr when an axial
magnetic field is applied: ∆Pe = Perr(Bz)−Perr(0) using the POVM
calculation and the same electric fields as in (a). The arrow on the
bottom left of (c) points to tmin corresponding to (a) — the time at
which the minimum error probability exists so the optimal time for a
measurement to take place.
By considering multiple independent defects in diamond,
the error can be dramatically suppressed [10, 33–35]. If
greater than half of the spins suggest an electric field then an
electric field is predicted with minimum error probability:
Perr,N = P0
bN/2c
∑
n=0
(
N
n
)
(1−Tr(ρ0Π1))nTr(ρ0Π1)N−n
+P1
bN/2c
∑
n=0
(
N
n
)
(1−Tr(ρ1Π0))nTr(ρ1Π0)N−n (29)
for odd N while Perr,N = Perr,N−1 for even N. Figure 6 displays
how Perr changes as the number of independent sensors in-
creases. Perr falls off exponentially Perr ∼ e−αN where in this
particular example α ≈ 0.75. Generally, the sensors are lo-
cated at varying distances from the electric source and evolve
under non-identical electric fields. The resulting probabili-
ties Tr(ρiΠk) are different for each sensor and Perr,N must be
modified by replacing the binomial distributions with Poisson
binomial distributions [36]. These more advanced considera-
tions are beyond the scope of this paper.
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tmin. (b) Error probability, Perr, evaluated at tmin for increasing num-
ber of independent NV spin sensors. Symbols are result of calcula-
tions; line is guide to eye.
V. DETECTOR TRADE-OFFS
The minimum error probability is composed of two terms
which are interpreted as either the dark count probability, Pdc
9(the probability that the NV detects a photon when no pho-
ton was incident; also known as false positive probability) or
the false negative probability, Pf n (the probability that the NV
does not detect a photon when one photon was incident).
Perr = P0Pdc+P1Pf n (30)
with
Pdc = Tr(ρ0Πˆ1), Pf n = Tr(ρ1Πˆ0). (31)
The dark count and false negative probabilities are equal if
P0 = P1 (the POVMs depend on the a priori probabilities in
Λˆ). In this case there is no trade-off between dark counts and
false negatives.
Up to now we have considered measurements of a static
electric field. An operating detector should be able to distin-
guish the arrival time of the photon which is modeled as a
sudden switch of an electric field from E0xˆ to E1xˆ. The goal is
to be able to pin down a small time interval in which the elec-
tric field is turned on around time t∗. To accomplish this task,
we propose that the method of static field detection, as intro-
duced above, be applied in succession. If the process starts at
t = 0, while t < t∗ and Perr 1, measurements (at time ntmin
for n iterations) will identify that there is no change in field
due to an absorption process at the photoreceptive molecule.
At times t > t∗+ tmin the measurement identifies that there is
a change in the field, which is due to the absorption process of
the photoreceptive molecule, and which Fig. 7 demonstrates.
From the measurements we can deduce t∗ to within 2tmin.
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FIG. 7. Measurement of E turn-on time (t∗) protocol. After each
measurement (at ntmin), the spin state is refreshed and reinitialized.
Top boxes show outcome of measurements (dark or bright events).
The measurement immediately after turn-on has larger error proba-
bility so is graded. Assuming small Perr in all other measurements t∗
can be specified to within 2tmin.
From Fig. 7 we find that the uncertainty of the photon ar-
rival time at the photoreceptive molecule (the jitter) is 2tmin
if Perr is taken to be arbitrarily small (a limit realizable by
adding and observing more NV sensors near the photorecep-
tive molecule). For larger Perr, jitter is > 2tmin since multiple
bright clicks would be needed to verify the photon arrival to
a high degree of accuracy. To decrease the jitter tmin must be
decreased which can only be accomplished by increasing the
chromophore dipole field (see Eq. (26)) or changing to a spin
center that is more sensitive to electric fields[8]. One could
perform measurements at times < tmin (thereby reducing jit-
ter time) and these measurements may be accurate if a large
number of sensors is used (see Figure 6).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have described a general theoretical framework for the
detection of single photons using a combination of a photore-
ceptive molecule and a quantum coherent spin center. This
design allows the decoupling of the photon absorption event
from the signal amplification process, by transduction of the
photon arrival into a change in the local electric field environ-
ment and then detecting the effect of that change on the spin
dynamics of the quantum coherent spin center. Use of multi-
ple spin centers to independently detect the local electric field
provides a dramatic reduction in the error rate of detection, as
each spin evolves separately in the electric field of the acti-
vated photoreceptor. Although the framework for these mea-
surements here has been assumed to be optical, and each spin
would be independently measured, in principle this approach
can be generalized to electrical measurements in which trans-
port through the quantum spin provides information about the
dynamics of the spin itself. We further note the potential
of quantum spin centers whose coupling to electric fields is
stronger than that of the NV center, even though the decoher-
ence rates of such spins are likely to be much faster than those
of the NV center.
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VIII. APPENDIX
Appendix A: Positive Operator Valued Measurements (POVMs)
A set of Positive Operator Valued Measurements or POVMs
possess the following three properties:
• Hermitian: Πˆ†n = Πˆn
• Positive: Πˆn ≥ 0
• Complete: ∑n Πˆn = 1.
POVMs differ from projection operators by relaxing a fourth
condition that the measurement operators be orthonormal
(ΠˆmΠˆn = Πˆnδmn).
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Any measurement can be described by a POVM and the re-
laxation of the orthonormality conditions allows an optimal
set of POVMs to be determined that will minimize the error in
the measurement. Assume that N quantum states, specified by
the set of ρn density matrices are to be discriminated; that is,
given a single measurement of the quantum system being n,
the state of the system ρn is predicted with some level of cer-
tainty. The probability that the state is correctly discriminated
is
Pcorr =
N
∑
n=1
PnTr(Πˆnρn) (A1)
where Pn is the a priori probability of the system being in the n
state initially. The POVMs chosen should minimize the error
probability Perr = 1−Pcorr. The minimization is described in
Refs. 16 and 17.
Discrimination between two states is particularly simple
and the procedure to determine the minimum-error POVM is
described in the main text. For more than two states there is
no general form of the POVM minimizing error [9].
Appendix B: Eigenvalues of Λ (no decoherence)
Assume the defect is oriented in such a way that the
baseline dipole field, Ex = dgs,⊥Ex, from the photorecepting
molecule is along xˆ only. If no photon is absorbed the Hamil-
tonian of the spin ground state isH0 where
H0 =
(
D Ex
Ex D
)
. (B1)
Upon absorption of a single photon, the molecule reorients
which leads to an altered electric field ∆E⊥ = dgs,⊥(∆Ex +
i∆Ey); the spin Hamiltonian in this case isH0+H1 where
H1 =
(
0 ∆E∗⊥
∆E⊥ 0
)
. (B2)
We seek eigenvalues of Λ= P1ρ1−P0ρ0 in order to determine
the minimum error probability Pe. When there is no decoher-
ence the solutions to the Liouville equation are
ρ0 ≡ ρ0(t) = e−itH0/~ρ(0)eitH0/~,
and
ρ1 ≡ ρ1(t) = e−it(H0+H1)/~ρ(0)e−it(H0+H1)/~,
ρ0(0) = ρ1(0)≡ ρ(0). So
Λ= P1e−it(H0+H1)/~ρ(0)e−it(H0+H1)/~−P0e−itH0/~ρ(0)eitH0/~ (B3)
If [H0,H1] = 0 we can write
Λ= P1e−itH0/~e−itH1/~ρ(0)e−itH0/~e−itH1/~−P0e−itH0/~ρ(0)eitH0/~ (B4)
Λ= e−itH0/~
[
P1e−itH1/~ρ(0)e−itH1/~−P0ρ(0)
]
eitH0/~ (B5)
The exponential outside the square brackets represent a uni-
tary transformation on the operator within the square brackets.
The eigenvalues are the same in either case; i.e. the eigenval-
ues of [
P1
1
2
e−itH1/~ρ(0)e−itH1/~−P0 12ρ(0)
]
(B6)
are equal to the eigenvalues of Λ as written above. The eigen-
vectors of the two operators are not the same and will depend
on the baseline electric field. This analysis has not included
decoherence effects.
Hence we see that the eigenvalues do not depend on the
baseline electric field Ex but only on the difference in electric
field ∆Ex. If there is some ∆Ey we cannot equate the eigenval-
ues since we cannot factor out e±itH0/~ since [H0,H1] 6= 0.
Appendix C: Eigenvalues of Λ (decoherence)
Assume the defect is oriented in such a way that the
baseline dipole field, Ex = dgs,⊥Ex, from the photorecepting
molecule is along xˆ only. If no photon is absorbed the Hamil-
tonian of the spin ground state isH0 where
H0 =
(
D Ex
Ex D
)
. (C1)
Upon absorption of a single photon, the molecule reorients
which leads to an altered electric field ∆E⊥ = dgs,⊥(∆Ex +
i∆Ey); the spin Hamiltonian in this case isH0+H1 where
H1 =
(
0 ∆E∗⊥
∆E⊥ 0
)
. (C2)
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We seek eigenvalues of Λ= P1ρ1−P0ρ0 in order to determine
the minimum error probability Pe. When there is no decoher-
ence the solutions to the Liouville equation are
ρ0 ≡ ρ0(t) = e−itH0/~ρ(0)eitH0/~,
and
ρ1 ≡ ρ1(t) = e−it(H0+H1)/~ρ(0)e−it(H0+H1)/~,
ρ0(0) = ρ1(0)≡ ρ(0).
∂ρ
∂t
=− i
~
[Hgs,ρ]+ LˆdρLˆTd −
1
2
{LˆTd Lˆd ,ρ}, (C3)
Lˆd =
√
κ
2
σx,
which reduces the Liouville equation to
∂ρ
∂t
=− i
~
[H0+H1,ρ]+
κ
2
σxρσx− κ2ρ. (C4)
This equation is now written as a superoperator equation;
the commutator superoperator is
L0 =H0⊗1−1⊗H0 (C5)
L1 =H1⊗1−1⊗H1. (C6)
The superoperator for the dissipation can be deduced by in-
spection to be
Ld = σx⊗σx−1⊗1 (C7)
which then yields the spin dynamical equation
∂ρ
∂t
=
(− i
~
L0− i~L1+
κ
2
Ld
)
ρ (C8)
with solution
ρ= e−
i
~L0t− i~L1t+ κ2Ld tρ(0). (C9)
So
Λ= P1e−
i
~L0t− i~L1t+ κ2Ld tρ(0)−P0e− i~L0t+ κ2Ld tρ(0). (C10)
If theL ’s commute, then by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula
Λ= P1e−
i
~L0te−
i
~L1te
κ
2Ld tρ(0)−P0e− i~L0te κ2Ld tρ(0), (C11)
or
Λ= e−
i
~L0te
κ
2Ld t
[
P1e−
i
~L1tρ(0)−P0ρ(0)
]
. (C12)
The first exponential outside the square brackets is a unitary
transformation and so it does not alter the eigenvalues. The
second exponential is dissipative and will affect eigenvalues.
Hence the eigenvalues of Λ will only depend on ∆Ex when
there is no Ey field. The eigenvectors, however, are affected
by Ex.
Hence we see that the eigenvalues do not depend on the
baseline electric field Ex but only on the difference in elec-
tric field ∆Ex. Again it was necessary that [H0,H1] = 0 and
[H0,Ld ] = 0.
Appendix D: Alternate sensor preparation
Properties of the sensor change when the sensing spin is
prepared in some other initial state – for instance 1√
2
(|+1〉+
| − 1〉). Introducing an axial magnetic field, Bz, may now
favorably affect the sensor when the electric field to be de-
tected is parallel to xˆ. Conditions with a magnetic field may
be necessary for state manipulation so protecting the sensor in
a magnetic field is important. Figure 8 displays Perr versus the
optimal axial magnetic field strength for x− and y−directed
electric fields (E0 is taken to be zero). It is apparent that for
electric fields in yˆ (dashed) the optimal magnetic field is a zero
magnetic field, whereas a finite magnetic field distinguishes
states better when the electric field is parallel to xˆ (solid). In
either case, the crossover regime occurs at a Bz roughly corre-
sponding to gµBBz ∼ Eidgs,⊥.
Inspection of the ground state Hamiltonian clarifies why the
electric fields contribute in this manner: the i-electric field, Ei,
acts as a pseudomagnetic field in the i-direction. If there is no
Bz, then Ex does nothing to the density matrix, as shown in
Fig. 9 (a) (solid curves in Figure 8). In a small Bz, the spin
is kicked away from xˆ, which allows Ex to modify the density
matrix (as a pseudomagnetic field in xˆ). This will result in the
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FIG. 9. Representation of the spin on a Bloch sphere for two different electric field configurations (by row) and three different magnetic fields
(by column). Red arrow is initial spin state 2−1/2(|+1〉+ |−1〉). Red curve is trace of spin state in time. Decoherence is taken to be zero.
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FIG. 8. Minimum error probability evaluated at the optimal time,
tmin, as a function of axial magnetic field, Bz. Whether the electric
field (magnitude in V/m labels each colored curve) is oriented paral-
lel (dotted, Ex = 0) or perpendicular (solid, Ey = 0) to the initial spin
state dramatically affects the error probability. Prior probabilities are
P0 = P1 = 1/2. Decoherence is due to magnetic fluctuations along zˆ.
spin evolving through states partially orthogonal to the initial
state (Figure 9 (b)) which is not possible without Ex. In this
way the ability to distinguish the electric field is improved, so
Perr decreases. Now if Bz gets much larger than the electric
field precession, then the spin largely unaffected by the acti-
vated electric field — thus the error probability increases back
to one half (Figure 9 (c)).
Now consider the y-electric field, Ey, which acts like a mag-
netic field in the y-direction (dotted curves in Figure 8). Al-
ready at Bz = 0, this electric field distinguishes the electric
field by rotating the spin into states orthogonal to the initial
state as demonstrated in Figure 9 (d). Similar to Figure 9
(c), if Bz gets much larger than Ey, then the spin largely unaf-
fected by the activated electric field and the error probability
increases back to one half (Figure 9 (e,f)).
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